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Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and members, thank you for scheduling a hearing on Assembly Bill 820. 
While most other states have some type of Design-Build option for road projects, Wisconsin has long used 
a Design-Bid-Build contracting structure. In the most recent state budget a Design-Build pilot program was 
created and then changed to a much broader open ended program by line item veto.

For those unfamiliar with the terms, under Design-Bid-Build the Department of Transportation pursues 
projects by first contracting for the engineering design of a project and then requesting bids from 
construction firms to build the project, with the lowest responsible bid prevailing. Under Design-Build, a 
single contract is put out to bid for both the design and construction of a project. Determining which bid 
should be accepted under this method requires considering both the cost of the proposal and the relative 
merits of the designs.

Much of the language in this bill is substantially similar to language included in the state budget that was 
ultimately vetoed. The Governor vetoed the language to provide the department greater flexibility in 
implementation, which I can understand, but after further discussion with stakeholders and the department 
we are bringing this forward today to provide further structure to the program.

The bill before us today creates guidelines and requirements for the Department of Transportation to 
implement a Design-Build contracting program in Wisconsin. The bill sets in place an initial six year period 
with requirements for DOT to pursue a variety of Design-Build projects with a total value not to exceed 
$250 million. The department would be required to create a procurement manual setting forth how projects 
are evaluated, appoint a five member technical review committee to consider proposals, and at the end of 
the initial six year period file a report with the Transportation Projects Commission, Joint Finance 
Committee and this committee evaluating how and how well the program functioned. The Finance 
Committee is then required to make recommendations to the legislature whether to continue the program 
and if there are changes needed.

It is my hope that we will move this proposal through the process before the end of our legislative session, 
and that the initial six year segment of this program will provide all of us good data to evaluate the merits of 
using design-build as part of our transportation program.

Thank you again for hearing this bill, and I would be happy to answer any questions.
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Thank you Chair Petrowski and members of the Senate Committee on Transportation, Veterans and 
Military Affairs for hearing Senate Bill 770 today.

The 2019-21 biennial budget as signed into law included statutory language relating to using design-build 
as a transportation project delivery method. The intention was to pilot design-build to see if we can 
deliver transportation projects efficiently and at a lower cost to taxpayers. Wisconsin is one of only six 
states to have design-build as only a limited option according to the Design-Build Institute of America.

The language, as passed by the Legislature, was extensively vetoed by the Governor. His stated intention 
was to create more flexibility for DOT to implement the program. The original language included limits 
and structure for the program, due process for bidders, and Legislative oversight of the pilot program.

While the vetoes did provide more flexibility for DOT, the other provisions intended to provide structure 
for a design-build pilot program in Wisconsin were eliminated. Because of the vetoes, it is no longer a 
pilot program. The current law language does not require DOT to even use design-build on a project. 
There is no longer an appeal process for bidders. The language no longer has the funding limits that were 
included in the budget bill as passed by the Legislature.

This bill would require six design-build projects for a total maximum cost of $250 million over six-years. 
It would require at least one low bid, best value, and fixed price variable scope project be chosen. The 
remaining three awarded contracts could be a combination of the types. There would be a technical 
review committee that would choose projects and an appeal process for bidders who felt aggrieved by the 
process.

This bill will reinstitute the requirement that DOT actually use design-build and put in place the 
parameters of the program that are needed to make sure it can be effectively assessed after it has been 
used. This bill will also reinstitute the Legislative review of the program and reporting requirements so 
legislators can realistically determine if they should recommend the program be made permanent.

This is a good bill that provides structure, transparency, and fairness to the process that will hopefully 
result in efficient project work at a lower price for taxpayers.

Thank you all again for hearing this bill today.
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The department is happy to have access to another contracting tool to complete its design and 
construction work. With the introduction of Design Build (DB) contracting, Wisconsin is now aligned with 
the majority of states which allow alternative contracting processes for delivery of transportation projects. 
Wisconsin has limited past DB experience, past projects include:

• 1999 Milwaukee 6th Street Viaduct. This project required enabling legislation.
• 2005 permission to utilize for the Maple - Oregon Bridge connecting upper and lower Door 

County in Sturgeon Bay. This project required enabling legislation.
• 2011 Two Milwaukee lift bridges utilizing a Low Bid Design Build (LBDB) process and TIGER 

Funds. This contract was in conformance with the department’s low bid contracting 
requirements.

Design Build involves contracting with one entity to do both the design and construction for a project. The 
owner (WisDOT) typically would complete approximately 30% of the project design and then contract with 
a DB team to complete the remaining design and construction. Utilization of DB allows contractors to 
innovate and can save the owner both time and money.

There are several types of DB contracts:
• Low Bid Design Build (LBDB). The contract is awarded to the DB team which offers the lowest 

cost.
• Best Value Design Build (BVDB). The contract is awarded to the DB team who has the highest 

combined score which consists of a technical and cost component.
• Fixed Price Variable Scope Design Build. The contract is awarded to the contractor who can 

complete the largest amount of work at or below the price established by the owner.

The contracts can be selected through either a single phase or two-phase process:
• A single-phase process involves selection of the DB team based on their response to a Request 

for Proposal (RFP). Qualification of the team is established thru existing processes.
• A two-phase process involves a project specific evaluation of both qualifications and proposals 

(RFQ and RFP). Typical RFP scoring criteria include cost, time and technical components such 
as earthwork, traffic control, pavement design, structure design, etc.

BVDB projects are typically selected thru a two-phase process and LBDB and fixed price are typically 
selected utilizing a single-phase process but can also be through a two-phase process.

The department must develop both policy and procedures for design build. To accomplish this, it has 
created an Alternative Contracting Section within the Bureau of Project Development. The chief position 
in this section is currently being filled. Two engineering positions have also been assigned to this section.

To reap knowledge from other states and expeditiously deliver our policies and procedures, the 
department has hired a consultant to help with the development and industry outreach. In addition, this 
consultant will help with the development of the RFPs on our first two DB projects. This consultant 
contract has been negotiated and is being finalized. The selected consultant has provided similar 
assistance in other states and has also worked on DB teams.

The department can work within the framework of the proposed legislation as it develops its DB program.
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I am Glen R. Schwalbach, a registered Professional Engineer in the state of Wisconsin. I am the vice-president 
for government affairs for the Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers. But, because of the short notice for 
this hearing, I am speaking for myself.

This bill, AB 820, reflects some of the complexities of design-build procurement but it sets the ground rules for 
the Wisconsin DOT to try out this process. Following are some suggested additions to the bill which I believe will 
help ensure success.

1. Design-build procurement reduces the number of proposals because many design companies don't 
have a construction entity or vice versa. I didn't see clarity in the bill that partnering of companies is 
fully acceptable.

2. Design-build providers will be evaluated by the DOT but it would be helpful to clarify that the designing 
phase shall be accomplished with Registered P.E.'s in responsible charge of the design work.
Engineering consultants who design highway projects have a very clear understanding that their clients 
are the DOT and, thus, the public. In design-build companies, there could be a tendency for the 
engineers to treat the construction side as their clients. P.E.'s have a legal obligation to put the public 
first.

3. Very importantly, the bill must incorporate qualifications-based selection.(QBS) for procuring the design 
portion of design-build proposals. QBS is the process for procuring professional services based upon 
design ability, experience, integrity and judgment. One option listed in the bill for trial is the low-bid 
option. This option should be modified so that QBS is the selection criteria for the design portion of 
these proposals. ’

QBS is the procurement requirement for professional services in forty-six state governments in some 
form. Michigan State University Extension published an article last October which is entitled, 
"Qualifications-based selection, not bidding, is best to contract with professional services." MSU 
Extension provides assistance to local governments in Michigan to adopt QBS.

In 2017, the Florida state legislature was considering a "best value selection" process. This proposal 
would have given price a priority over competence. The Florida DOT reviewed the bill and pointed out 
that all new contracts involving professional services would be ineligible for federal funding in the 
absence of QBS. The Federal Brooks Act of 1972 requires federal agencies to use QBS for procurement 
of architectural and engineering services.

I hope this is helpful.

Glen R. Schwalbach, P.E.

Cell: 920-680-2436, email: glenschwalbach@netzero.com
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By Pat Goss, Executive Director, Wisconsin Transportation Builders Association

Chairman Petrowski, Vice-Chairman Marklein and members of the committee, thank you for this 
opportunity to testify in support of Senate Bill 770. I'm Pat Goss, executive director of the Wisconsin 
Transportation Builders Association. WTBA's member companies design, build, reconstruct and 
maintain Wisconsin's transportation infrastructure. Our members will be directly impacted by the 
introduction of Design/Build as a delivery method for transportation projects.

State highway improvement projects have historically been procured by the Wisconsin Department of 
Transportation through a process referred to as "design-bid-build" because it has three steps. First, 
either the department or an engineering firm "designs" the project. Next, contractors submit "bids" 
using those designs, with the project awarded to the lowest, responsible bidder. Finally, that winning 
bidder "builds" the project.

Under Design/Build, those steps are combined into a single contract for architectural/engineering 
design and construction services. This helps streamline both procurement and project delivery. A 
single firm responsible for all aspects of a project increases communication and coordination, as well as 
addressing material purchases and scheduling issues up front. By taking advantage of the collective 
experience and expertise of designers and builders, new processes and techniques can be developed 
as needed.

Some of my members work in multiple states and have been performing Design/Build projects for 
many years. They know what works and what doesn't. WTBA has been engaging its members for 
several years now, both to reach consensus on alternative project delivery as well as to use their 
experience in the field to develop parameters for a program that makes sense for Wisconsin.

Many of those ideas for Design/Build were included in the biennial budget bill approved in June by the 
Legislature. Unfortunately, they were vetoed from Act 9 - leaving the state with Design/Build 
authority but no structure for when alternative project delivery should be used, how the bidding 
process should be structured, or when contract awards should be made.

1 E. Main St., Suite 300 Madison, Wl 53703 office 608.256.6891 fax 608.256.1670 www.wtba.org info@wtba.org
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In discussions with WisDOT, it became apparent that the agency believed the budget bill provisions 
were too prescriptive. Those discussions have continued, and we believe that Senate Bill 770 strikes an 
appropriate balance between providing the Department with needed flexibility while ensuring this new 
tool for project delivery is successfully implemented in Wisconsin.

For example, we believe a limited number of Design/Build projects, with specific cost thresholds, 
provides an appropriate learning curve for both the public- and private-sector transportation 
stakeholders in Wisconsin.

We also believe the Legislature and the people it represents should be able to evaluate the impacts of 
this new project delivery method before proceeding any further. Senate Bill 770 includes a provision 
requiring WisDOT - with input from the design-builder and technical review committee - to evaluate 
each Design/Build project within six months of completion. It also requires the Department to report 
on its Design/Build experience at the end of six years to the Transportation Projects Commission, the 
Joint Committee on Finance and the standing committees on transportation. This is an opportunity to 
evaluate what worked and what didn't work during the first round of Design/Build projects, and for 
decision-makers to make any appropriate changes to the program as it moves forward.

WTBA believes the guardrails contained in Senate Bill 770 will help the Department and industry gain 
the necessary experience to ensure the success of Design/Build project delivery in Wisconsin. My 
industry wants Design/Build to be successful because that will continue to build public and legislative 
support for infrastructure investment.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak in support of Senate Bill 770.
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Growth in Design-Build Utilization
2018-2021 CPiP: $2,729B

2013-2017 CPiP: $2,779B Other
2%



Growth in Every Region
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A Better Way to Build

i

Design-build isn’t 
“alternative” anymore



Results: Average Schedule Performance

Performance
Measure

DB vs.
CMR

CMR vs.
DBB

DB vs.
DBB R2

Schedule Growth 3.9% less 2.2% more 1.7% less 21

Construction Speed 13% faster 20% faster 36% faster 88

Delivery Speed 61 % faster 25% faster 102% faster 89

R2 is the percentage of the variance in each performance measure predicted by variables in the statistical model. 
A higher R2, up to a maximum of 100%, provides greater certainty in the benchmark.
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Design-Build Project Types
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States use design-build for 
these project types

91% 65% 9%
highways bridges railroads

OBIA’s 2016 survey of state DOT’S
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Top Factors Influencing Design-Build Delivery
Project Schedule

Project Complexity

Project Size

Outside Experience

'!'Acceleration is one of the more 
governing factors for selecting design- 
build\ We want to get the work out on 
the street fast and create jobs/'

"Design-build projects are typically 
larger and more complex, which requires 
risk management"

"New construction for design-build is 
more challenging and requires greater 
risk. They tend to be bigger cost 
projects"



Design-Build Works for Any Project Size
(
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CM at Risk (CMAR, CM/GC)
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Design-Build Project Delivery
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I-35W (St. Anthony Falls) Bridge
Minneapolis, MN

' f
• ?

Construction Start Date: October 2007



1-90 Bridges

Mower County, MN

The project consisted of replacement 
of an existing local street flyover 

bridge, the Dobbins Creek bridge, 
and the Turtle Creek bridge.

* Total project cost: $12.8 million



Hastings Bridge 
Design-Build Project
Minneapolis, MN

• To ensure an accelerated schedule, “design-build best 
value” was used, and three design-build teams were 
shortlisted to submit proposals.

• The winner, lunda/Ames/Parsons team developed the 
innovative structure as a design alternative to MnDOT’s 
baseline preliminary design, earning a best value score 
20% higher than any other team.

• The final project cost was $130 million; $80 million less
than WlnBOT’s initial cost estimate. At 545 feet, it is the 
longest free-standing tied-arch bridge in North America.



Results: Average Schedule Performance;

Performance
Measure

DB vs.
CMR

CMR vs.
DBB

DB vs.
DBB R2

Schedule Growth 3.9% less 2.2% more 1.7% less 21

Construction Speed 13% faster 20% faster 36% faster 88

Delivery Speed 81% faster 25% faster 102% faster 89

Note: R2 is the percentage of the variance in each performance measure predicted by variables in the statistical model. 
A higher R2, up to a maximum of 100%, provides greater certainty in the benchmark.





Payment of
Stipends__________
9 Not intended to cover total pre-award costs
9 An essential means of offsetting the cost of design
9 Used to compensate unsuccessful teams
9 Stimulates increased innovation and improved results
9 Owners said they realize a 4:1 to 10:1 return on 

investment
9 Varies based on complexity of the project
9 Ranges between 0.1% and 0.4% of estimated 

construction cost (.25% avg)

DBIA
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HOFFMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

123 CTH A
Black River Falls, WI 54615 

Phone (715) 284-2512 Fax (715) 284-9698 
www.hof6nanconstructionco.com

To: Chairman, Members Assembly Transportation Committee

From: James Hoffman, CEO
Hoffman Construction Co

Date: February 4,2020

RE: SB 770- - Changes to Design/Build method of transportation project
delivery

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is James Hoffman, Owner and 
CEO of Hoffman Construction Company based in Black River Falls, Wisconsin. Thank 
you for the opportunity to testify on Senate Bill 770 which proposes making changes to~ 
the method of transportation project delivery referred to as Design/Build.

I fully support this Committee’s, the Legislature and the Department of Transportation’s 
efforts in alternative contract delivery methods to the traditional design-bid-build method. 
I want to see design/build work by allowing the Department of Transportation to deliver 
transportation projects in timely and cost efficient ways as part of a robust transportation 
program.

As you recall, the 2019 Wisconsin Act 9 as passed by the legislature had Design/Build 
authorization under prescriptive measures yet sections of that were vetoed. I believe this 
Bill tries to reestablish some of those prescriptive methods. I’d like to share the 
following comments and propose modest changes to make sure the process is successful.

SB 770 lays out several provisions which highlight advantages of Design/Build. It 
specifically calls out the following:

• Alternative Technical Concepts and Value Engineering to allow Design/Build 
teams to propose different design ideas to save money, time or best value.

• Specifies the Department shall do six design/build projects over 6 years - one of 
each low bid, best value and fixed price/variable scope with the remaining 3 to be 
any of the above

• Sets criteria for impartial review of technical proposals and criteria for eligible 
bidders.

• Has reporting criteria back to the legislature to measure the effectiveness of 
Design/Build.

Hoffman Construction Company Is An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

http://www.hof6nanconstructionco.com
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262.753.3863

Re: Concerns over Ommission of Landscape Architects i 
Bill 820

Wisconsin Chapter 
of the
American Society of 
Landscape Architects

11801 West Silver Spring 
Drive, Suite 200 
Milwaukee, WI53225

414-271-9456
www.wiasla.com
@WIASLA

Senate Bill 770/Assembly #wiasla20

Dear Senator Petrowski and Senate Committee on Transportation, Veterans and 
Military Affairs,

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before you today. My name is Jonathan 
Bronk and I am here today representing Wisconsin landscape architects as the past 
president and current trustee for the Wisconsin Chapter of the American Society of 
Landscape architects (WI ASLA). WI ASLA supports the concept of Department of 
Transportation design-build project. We would like to provide information and 
respectfully ask that Senate Bill 770 be amended to add landscape architects to the 
definition of design professionals able to work on DOT design-build projects.

The bill as currently written excludes licensed landscape architects in the State of 
Wisconsin from competing for DOT design-build pilot projects, putting us at a 
competitive disadvantage with other licensed professionals such as architects and 
engineers. It also decreases the overall competition for professional design services 
for DOT projects.

Landscape architects use science and art to create well-planned livable communities 
and transportation corridors that protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public. 
We lead the way in initiatives such as neighborhood master plans, commercial 
developments, green street design, complete streets, managing storm water runoff, 
erosion control, safe routes to school, and planning cutting-edge transportation 
corridors.

Wisconsin landscape architects have contributed to many DOT and transportation- 
related projects across the state, resulting in increased value to state and local 
tourism and economic development. For the redesign of West State Street in 
downtown Wauwatosa, a landscape architecture firm addressed pedestrian safety 
and vehicular access through unique design strategies including reverse-angle 
parking, shared-use flexible outdoor spaces, designated bike lanes and strategic use of
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material selection that supports local business and the public. A multidisciplinary 
landscape architecture firm was involved with the design for the Plover Road project 
and layout for the redevelopment of the former Plover Mall and Rainbow Falls site 
just south of Plover Road. The same firm was also involved with the Crossroads 
Commons commercial development and the Portage County Business Park in 
Stevens Point. Other landscape architects have worked on projects including 
roundabouts in Racine and Kenosha Counties, the Foxconn local roads development, 
the Hwy 12 Project near Baraboo, and urban boulevard beautification and 
stormwater management in Milwaukee County.

To conclude, landscape architects play a vital role in creating safe, vibrate, resilient 
communities and transportation corridors throughout Wisconsin. Please amend SB 
770/AB 820 to add landscape architects to the definition of design professionals.

Specifically:

Wisconsin Chapter 
of the
American Society of 
Landscape Architects

11801 West Silver Spring 
Drive, Suite 200 
Milwaukee, WI53225

414-271-9456
www.wiasla.com
@WIASLA
#WIASLA20

■ Page 2 of the bill, Section 1, lines 2-3: add "landscape architect licensed 
under s. 443.035" to the definition of "design professional."

■ Page 4 of the bill, Section 11, line 23: add "landscape architects" so that the 
sentence reads "a state association of architectural, engineering, landscape 
architects or design companies."

If you have any questions, you and your staff are welcome to call or email me. Thank 
you for your consideration and time.

Sincerely,

Jonathan L Bronk, PLA, ASLA 
Wisconsin Chapter Trustee 
American Society of Landscape Architects

http://www.wiasla.com
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Sarah McDonald 
1518 s 81st
West Allis, WI53214 

Smmedonaldl@gmail.com
414-852-8692

Re: Concerns over Ommission of Landscape Architects in Senate Bill 770/Assembly 
Bid 820

Dear Senator Petrowski and Senate Committee on Transportation, Veterans and 
Military Affairs

Wisconsin Chapter 
of the
American Society of 
Landscape Architects

11801 West Silver Spring 
Drive, Suite 200 
Milwaukee, WI 53225

414-271-9456
www.wiasla.com
@WIASLA
#WIASLA20

Thank you for the opportunity to testify this afternoon. My name is Sarah McDonald 
and I am the Wisconsin Chapter President of the American Society of Landscape 
Architects. I am here to ask you to amend Senate Bill 770/Assembly Bill 820 which as 
written excludes licensed landscape architects in the State of Wisconsin from 
competing for DOT design-build pilot projects, putting us at a competitive 
disadvantage with other licensed professionals such as architects and engineers. It 
also decreases the overall competition for professional design services for DOT 
projects.

Landscape architects are an important part of the design-build profession and 
should be given the opportunity to compete for DOT projects. A significant number 
of Landscape Architects and our members work at design-build firms. Our profession 
creates well-planned livable communities, leading the way in initiatives such as 
neighborhood master plans, designing green streets, managing storm water runoff, 
erosion control and planning cutting-edge transportation corridors.

Wisconsin landscape architects have contributed to many DOT projects, resulting in 
increased value to state and local tourism and economic development. Landscape 
Architects design with the Health, Safety and Welfare of the public at the forefront. 
Whether you travel by car, bike or on foot the environment’s we create are accessible 
for all by complying with ADA Accessibility standards. Landscape Architects work 
extends far beyond planting design, we work on grading and drainage, creating 
landforms and swales to direct stormwater and reduce erosion. Landscape 
Architects lead transportation corridor master planning and design projects, that 
consider user safety and experience through wayfinding signage and creating a sense of

mailto:Smmedonaldl@gmail.com
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place. We design complete streets that are safe, attractive and create a sense of 
identity for communities; driving community pride and economic development. We 
create parks for people to rest, relax and enjoy a bit of fresh air on a long journey. 
These are only a sampling of ways Landscape Architects impact the built world. I 
would be happy to follow up with additional materials highlighting the work of 
Landscape Architects, including our recently created educational video, which will 
be finalized by mid-February.

Wisconsin Chapter 
of the
American Society of 
Landscape Architects

11801 West Silver Spring 
Drive, Suite 200 
Milwaukee, WI53225

Please amend SB 770/AB 820 to add landscape architects to the definition of design 
professionals specifically:

414-271-9456
www.wiasla.com
@WIASLA
#WIASLA20

• Page 2 of the bill, Section 1, lines 2-3: add "landscape architect licensed 
under s. 443.035" to the definition of "design professional."

• Page 4 of the bill, Section 11, line 23: add "landscape architects" so that the 
sentence reads "a state association of architectural, engineering, landscape 
architects or design companies."

If you have any questions, you and your staff are welcome to call or email me.

Thank you for your consideration. Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Sarah McDonald, PLA, CLARB, ASLA
WI ALSA President
1518 s 81st
West Allis, WI 53214 
Smmcdonaldl@gmail.com
414-852-8692
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